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Though Harlequin today is known by its distinct
diamondinspired pattern, Harlequin’s roots
started in Italian Renaissance! Known as jesters,
and witty tricksters, the Harlequin costumes
were made from fabric scraps that featured
the quintessential pattern. In the mid-twentieth
century, the pattern was revived by the fashion
industry, and of course remains popular today
in quilting.
The harlequin pattern of this collection may be
the most eyecatching part of this quilt, but the
trapunto is the main event! Each block features
simple patterns, lifted with extra layers of batting
and highlighted by the ornate echo stitches. In
this tutorial, even if you have never even heard
of trapunto, we will guide you every step of the
way making it quick and easy for everyone from
novice to advanced embroiderers.

REVERSE CUTWORK
BLOCK PILLOW
Reverse cutwork is unique in that it starts out like
regular cutwork, but then appliqué fabric is added
to the back of the hoop. Satin and bean stitches are
added to secure and emphasize the designs. This
collection creates a gorgeous combination project
that combines two fabrics for maximum effect. Each
block is quarter-turned and then joined into a group
of four to form a gorgeous cutwork pillow.
These twelve designs are specially digitized to be
compatible with an embroidery machine cutwork
needle, so you won’t have to lift a finger to cut
the fabric!
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PRINTED FABRIC
STATIONERY
Now, more than ever, letters to loved
ones are a great way to show how much
you care! In a fast-paced world like ours,
taking the time to hand write a card or
letter has a big impact on those who
receive them. If you also love embroidery,
you can combine two of your passions by
making a beautiful and personal gift for
someone you love.
This collection features 4 different
stationery styles with accompanying note
paper and liners, and printed fabric PDF’s
with additional color ways to work with.
In this tutorial, you will learn how to use
printed fabric for a totally unique and
professional-looking embroidered card.
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CHINA BLUE
QUILT
This unique quilting collection draws its inspiration
from the gorgeous designs of fancy china
dinnerware. The mixture of motifs and patterns
in blue and white tones was created as part of
our Mix & Match quilting line, so it can be used
interchangeably with other quilt collections.
Each of the twenty blocks is created with
embroidery-only designs, so they stitch out
effortlessly. We chose to use a tonal blue and white
color palette to evoke memories of china place
settings used during family meals, and to bring
reminders of quality time spent together.

